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One word that has characterized the pandemic is uncertainty. And, returning to the 
office is turning out to be the same. When will employees return? Who will return 
and how many days per week? How will office space need to be changed? What 
new technology expectations are there?

RoomReady is here to help you navigate the uncertainty with flexible meeting 
technology solutions. One of those solutions that might be the perfect way to 
maximize your video capabilities while minimizing the timeline is AV solutions  
on mobile carts.

Why mobile carts?
 ` How you are going to use your office space is unclear.
 ` Mobility allows you to have the tech you need even if you don’t know 

where it will be needed yet.
 ` The solutions mounted on carts can easily be permanently installed later.
 ` No construction costs to install a permanent solution.

When mobile carts make sense?
 ` Common area in your office doesn’t have video but would be a perfect 

meeting space if needed.
 ` Main conference room can’t accommodate as many people due to social 

distancing so some meetings need to held in a larger space.
 ` More video meetings than before COVID-19 and don’t have enough 

rooms with video capabilities.
 ` Unsure of how space will be used and want to have a temporary 

solution until things normalize.
 ` Architectural restrictions (like floor to ceiling windows) often need 

solutions that won’t need to be mounted on a wall.
 ` Multi-use spaces (like divisible training rooms) often have temporary 

walls and need flexible solutions.

Mobile Cart  
Solutions



Like more information? 
Email: HelpMe@RoomReady.com.

We will personalize a solution with the meeting platform and conferencing 
hardware that will deliver the experience needed. And we’ll put that solution on 
a mobile cart so you can be as flexible as possible with your meeting space.

Meeting Platforms 
 ` Cisco Webex
 ` MicrosoftTeams 
 ` Zoom 

Video Conferencing
 ` Cisco
 ` Poly 
 ` Logitech
 ` Crestron


